INTRODUCTORY OFFER

1Gb Internet, WiFi &
bandwidth management,

installed in your coworking space
meshdata cowork – the complete data
management solution, designed for coworking
and small flexspaces, for one all-inclusive
monthly fee

INTRODUCTORY OFFER FROM

£639 p/m*

technologywithin.com/meshdata-cowork

Bring your coworking space
to life with meshdata cowork
meshdata cowork allows you to completely control and
manage your network and WiFi with no technical expertise,
through a specifically designed user interface.
Manage one or multiple sites from any location
or web-enabled device.
Have a chat to our friendly sales team

sales@technologywithin.com

TRUSTED IN MORE THAN 300 FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE LOCATIONS AROUND THE UK

Here’s what our clients are saying..
“I’ve just never seen anything so easy to use in terms of
controlling a 40,000 square foot building with circa 52
business within it. Once dashboard to be able to control
everything from their phones, to their WiFi to their VPN
connections, it’s just really easy to use.”
PURE Offices
"We've been using technologywithin for 10 years and
have now run their flagship product meshdata out to all
13 of our business centres. The products are intuitive to
use, their pricing is economic and the support is brilliant.
Knockout, wouldn't go anywhere else!”
Unit Management
*six month introductory offer for up to 50 desks, must be located in major city,
doesn’t include structured cabling and is subject to leased line survey

technologywithin.com/why-us

All equipment, connectivity and support for one simple monthly fee.

technologywithin.com/meshdata-cowork

meshdata cowork is the perfect solution for coworking
and small flexspaces with less than 200 desks

meshdata cowork wifi benefits

meshdata cowork allows you to completely control and manage your network and
WiFi with no technical expertise, through a specifically designed user interface.

Great value

Easy install

Reliability

Choose 1Gb bandwidth from just
£639* per month, with our
six-month introductory offer.

We can install and train your onsite
team.

meshdata cowork uses the same great
meshdata platform operated by over
300 flexible workspaces across the
UK.

Upsell

Control

Scaleable

Manage bandwidth across your
clients and upsell dedicated
bandwidth to improve the
profitability of your space.

Having meshdata cowork on site
gives you the ability to monitor
and manage the performance of
internet bandwidth in your
coworking space.

A solution that grows with you with
easy upgrades to meshdata, our 200+
desk solution for larger spaces.

*six month introductory offer for up to 50 desks, must be located in major city, doesn’t include structured cabling and
is subject to leased line survey.

Contact our sales team and find out more

Whether you are opening a new space, extending your brand to a new site, or reviewing
your existing supplier, our friendly sales team would love to have a chat with you.

hello@technologywithin.com

 020 7953 8888

technologywithin IT-enable buildings
We provide WiFi, superfast internet and workspace management software
to over 15,000 clients in the flexible workspace, coworking, hospitality and
CRE industries in the UK.
We create bespoke solutions for every building, from design through to
day-to-day support, allowing operators and landlords to focus on running
their business.
Whatever your workspace, our technology is there to enhance your
working environment.

We have over

15,000

We have connected over

12,000

We transfer over

36

terrabytes
of data a day

7.2 million digital photos

OR

9 million songs
4320 hours of HD video

fibre lines to clients

clients using our systems every day
(enough to fill the Royal Albert Hall three times over)

We’re here to help you create next generation workspace
Our portfolio is made up of three services, which come together to offer a flexible and future-proof solution:

mojovoice
enables your clients them to
manage their communications
whether they are in or out of
the office and gives you a clear
overview and the tools to
manage them.

twiinworkspace
is the new workspace management
platform, billing solution and industry
specific CRM from technologywithin
- enabling operators to both manage
clients seamlessly at every stage of
their lifecycle and provide them with
online control of their own services.

meshdata
offers complete control of
your network with flexible
technology and commercials,
delivering new revenue
streams and best-in-class
return on investment.

We deliver the technology, so that you can focus on growing your business

We design and build our products at Geek HQ in Hampshire whilst our primary sales office is in central London. We
have clients from Aberdeen to Plymouth, so wherever you’re based, we have a solution for you. Our clients (many
of whom have been with us for over ten years) consider us as part of their team and know our team members by
name. Together we provide connectivity and seamless support to them.

Follow us
@techwithin

we.are.technologywithin

technologywithin

technologywithin

